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ROLLER SHUTTERS
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CONGRATULATIONS!
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Congratulations on your new Verano® product(s)! Now it’s time to enjoy it. We
want it to be all about you and will therefore ensure you can use our products to
turn your house into a safe and comfortable home. We would like to provide you
with a number of tips in this ‘Moments guide’, which will allow you to continue
enjoying your product(s) for many years to come. And finally, we would really love
to hear from you on one of our social media pages!
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Yours sincerely,
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Harrie van Zutphen
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RESEARCH AND
DEVEL PMENT
Your roller shutter profiles have been made from top quality aluminium. One of the main
advantages of aluminium is that it’s strong and solid, but also very light-weight. Aluminium
boasts characteristics which make it almost maintenance-free and warranty a long life. All
these elements combined have made aluminium the perfect material to use as a basis for
your roller shutter.

SHARE
YOUR
MOMENTS!
#veranomoment

We are proud owners of the AluEco certificate. The AluEco foundation promotes sustainability
and ensures aluminium is recycled into top quality products, with a minimal environmental
impact.
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SPRING CLEAN!
It goes without saying you are going to want to enjoy your Verano® product(s) for as long as possible. Cleaning the

CLEANING THE ROLLER SHUTTER
1
2
3
STEP

STEP

STEP

product will certainly contribute to a long life. That’s why we will provide you with a step-by-step plan to help you

Remove any dirt

Cleaning the profiles

Lubricate parts

with the cleaning. We recommend cleaning the roller shutter at least once a year. Make sure the roller shutter is

Remove loose dirt with a
brush.

The profiles can be cleaned
with lukewarm water and a
cleaning product with a pH
value lower than 7.5. Avoid
using scouring pads and high
pressure equipment!

You can apply a dry lubricant,
such as silicon spray, to the
plastic guidance blocks, rubbers and the aluminium guidance profiles.

disconnected from the power supply before you start cleaning!

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

ALSO CHECK:
Verano® products require little maintenance and have an incredibly
long life. However, in the unlikely event of a product malfunction, we
would like to ask you to contact your Verano® partner immediately.

DRY LUBRICANT

CLEANING PRODUCTS
WITH A LOW PH VALUE
(<7.5)

Make sure you check the following before you start cleaning your
products:

Aluminium profiles
Distortion of the product
LUKEWARM WATER
(MAX 350C)

BRUSH

Deviating sound when opening/closing
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SAFE USE
We think it’s important for the safety of your living environment to remain
guaranteed! We would therefore like to ask you to consider the following
safety measures before you start using your product:

The tubular motor is thermally protected, in the event of
overheating, the protection is activated and you are temporarily unable to use the product. As soon as the engine has
cooled, the thermal protection switches off automatically.
Don’t use the roller shutter when ice has formed on the armour, as this can cause damage to the suspension and slats.

Only operate the product when there are no people and/or
obstacles in the operating area.

Make sure the roller shutter is disconnected from the power
supply when carrying out repairs and activities near your
screen.

Always use the services of a professional installer for any
repairs and/or activities.
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DECLARATION OF
CONFORMITY IIA
The manufacturer:
Verano® B.V.
		Bedrijfsweg 8
		
5683 CP Best
		The Netherlands
Declares under its full responsibility that the product:
Ritzscreen®
Which concerns this declaration:
1. complies with the definitions of the Guideline f or Machines (89/392/EEG),
2. complies with the Guideline for Low Voltage (73/23/EEG),
3. complies with the EMC- guideline (89/336/EEG),
4. complies with the following harmonised norm NEN-EN 60204,
5. complies with the following harmonised norm NEN-EN 13561.
Best, January 2006.

Frank Pulles
Director
The declaration of conformity is applicable, provided that the product has been
installed as indicated in this assembly manual and the use conforms to the
assembly manual.
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WARRANTY
REGISTRATION
Do you want to use the Verano® factory warranty? Visit
www.verano.nl/en/service/register-product/ or scan the QR
code below to register your product(s) for a 5 year manufacturer’s
warranty! You will find your Verano® product’s unique product code
on the back of this booklet, which you will need when filling in the
warranty form.

Please also read through the warranty conditions, making sure you
know when you are and aren’t entitled to the warranty. You can
also find this via the above link or QR code.
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This is your Verano® product’s unique product code.
You can use this code to register the product for the warranty.

For a complete overview of our measure and installation instructions,
please go to www.verano.nl/en/service/downloads.

